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Blue Mountains UFO Research Club News. 
PLEASE NO SMOKING ON THE PREMISES. 
ALSO, NO LARGE BAGS IN THE CINEMA OR THE HOUSE.  
PLEASE NOTE. Please contact us prior to bringing along any new friends interested in 
UFOlogy and the mysteries generally.  

Don’t forget our meetings are usually held on the third Saturday of each month. 
Contact Information: Phone: 02 4782 3441, Email: randhgilroy44@bigpond.com [or 
catch our website on rexgilroy.com or mysteriousaustralia.com]. Also see us at „Rex and 
Heather Gilroys Blue Mountains UFO Research Club‟ on Facebook. 

 

FOR OUR MEETING ON SATURDAY 17TH
 FEBRUARY, 2018 at the home of Rex & 

Heather Gilroy, 12 Kamillaroi Road, [Corner Ficus Street & Kamillaroi Road – enter via a the Ficus Street 

entrance] – anyone coming for the first time, use the Ficus Street entrance   - there is plenty of parking in 

Ficus Street. Our side gate will have our Club sign so you can’t miss us.   

PROGRAM for 17
th

. 

We will begin with the usual get-together and a ‗cuppa‘ outside in the backyard depending on the weather 
then EVERYONE gathers in the Rex Cinema for the meeting [and we mean EVERYONE – [no more 

splinter groups left in the house or outside] which will begin with any sightings reports or other UFO-related 

information from members. Any reports of UFO sightings from members will be welcome; we all want to 
hear about them. 

We have some new DVDs to present but if anyone has material/DVD or a report to present at our meetings 

please bring it along as you are welcome to present it. There will be documentary presentations before and 

after a tea-break.    
After the meeting, weather permitting, there will be a Skywatch at Narrow Neck or another location to be 

decided on the day.. So bring your binoculars and something warm in case the weather turns cool. With the 

current publicising of our Club on Facebook we are certain to attract new members. In this regard 2018 

promises to be a good year with new UFO books by the Gilroys being released. There will also be regular 

Skywatch reports.     We look forward to seeing you all and bring your friends for a great time. 

PLEASE NOTE. Anyone with any personal experiences involving UFOs or the „unexplained‟ and 

willing to share them with us all are invited to do so. 

Bring a plate of food to share for afternoon tea. 
Look forward to seeing you all, and if you have friends to bring please phone us beforehand. 
If you have a suggestion for a guest speaker please let us know.   

To assist with the costs involved in producing the  

newsletters a donation of at least a $2 gold coin is requested. 

Catch us on facebook – “Rex and Heather Gilroys Blue Mountains UFO Research Club”, and “Rex and 

Heather Gilroys Mysterious Australia”. 

~~~~~ 

  

 
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:randhgilroy44@bigpond.com
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BLUE MOUNTAINS TRIANGLE – EXPANSIONS. 
by Dr [h.c.] Rex Gilroy PhD. 

Copyright © Rex Gilroy 2018.  
 

In 2006 URU Publications released “Blue Mountains Triangle – Secret Underground 
Australian-American Bases and the ET Connection” on a startled Australian public. The 
UFO community at large is still getting over the shock, still asking questions, and The book 
is still selling, and a sequel is in preparation! 

The underground ‗base‘ is in fact a number of complexes branching off the main central city-

size metropolis deep beneath the Burragorang Valley. Each complex is town-size and without going 

into a lot of information of which my readers are already well aware, all are connected by road and 

rail [ie bullet train] tunnels to the main complex, which is at least 100 levels deep in the earth. 

The central Burragorang Valley base is linked to the other complexes in the south in 

Wollondilly Valley, Goulburn and the ACT, with offshoot undersea submarine bases on the coast as 

my readers will recall. Northwards from Burragorang the Wollemi complex continues to grow, and 

there are central western New South Wales bases that are also being enlarged. Many thousands of 

personnel are involved in this mighty operation, and there are secret space-base openings with each 

where UFOs are seen to come and go from, particularly at night. 

An extra-terrestrial super-civilisation, with whom NASA secretly established contact, 

Continues to advise Earth space scientists on the development of what is undoubtedly a space-travel 

science which is inter-galactic in concept, and in which the space bases which NASA‘s secret space 

program [apart from the one that is public knowledge] has long ago established on the Moon and 

Mars, are playing an increasingly important  role as launching pads for expeditions in search of  

other earth-like planets. 

The existence of Blue Mountains UFO Research Club is one thing that the Australian-

American government scientists don‘t approve of, and they certainly disapprove of our National 

Underground Space Base Investigation Network even less! Our club‘s secret research team is 

gathering information Australia-wide, as well as in New Zealand. Our goal is to make the community 

at large aware of what is going on behind the Australian people‘s back. The big question is WHY the 

secrecy? Surely the conquest of space and the settling of other far-flung planetary worlds much like 

our Earth is the greatest human achievement?  The military authorities of both the USA and Australia 

work together in secrecy for a great purpose known only to them. I have my own theory on this 

mystery. 

The haste to establish a new home for earthlings on another Earth-like planet somewhere ‗out 

there‘; the construction of gargantuan city-size settlements with all mod-cons deep in the earth 

capable of containing millions of people; and the fact our above-ground government authorities 

continually play down, namely that a mighty asteroid is heading through space in our direction, and 

may strike us many years from now. 

****** 

There has been a steady build-up in underground base security around Australia, and on the 

Blue Mountains in particular, where over recent years new spacecraft launching entrances have been 

established. Over the past 12 months something mysterious is happening out Kings Tableland way 

with more daytime sightings. The Wollondilly Valley now has a new, fully-operational complex, and 

the Wollemi Wilderness, a mysterious region at any time, which also has a large complex, has been 

expanded. More flights of ‗saucer-type‘ spacecraft have been happening hereabouts than usual lately, 

while UFOs appear to be quite active over the Newnes-Lithgow region and Kanimbla Valley. I 

intend organising a field investigation soon to these underground space-base areas to check out flight 

entrances. 

Meanwhile our Lithgow team members Phil Whittaker and Graham Merrick, have been 

making some interesting observations of mystery craft high in the sky over their area at night, and 

the Blue Mountains UFO Research Club Skywatch team, led by Rex and Heather Gilroy, Phil 
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A view of the Burragorang Valley from the end of Kings Tableland looking west. Note 

a backwater of Lake Burragorang, formed by the construction in the 1950s of 

Warragamba Dam further to the east. Photo copyright © Rex Gilroy 2018. 

Whittaker, Graham Merrick and others, has carried out four Skywatches from Hassans Walls 

Lookout with more to come. Lately Lithgow has seen an increase in ‗saucer‘ activity. If any reader 

has any reports of their own to add we would like to hear about them. 

 

We are always pleased to welcome any new UFO enthusiasts into our research team. In the 

meantime, WATCH THE SKIES! 
-0- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Burragorang Valley secret underground Australian/American space technology 

research centre, copied from a map provided by a former government employee to the late 

Don Boyd, former editor of “Psychic Australian” magazine in 1980.   

Sketch copyright © Rex Gilroy 2018. 

Sketch copyright © Rex Gilroy 2018. 
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A computerised illustration of a Wollemi 

camouflaged underground spacecraft 

launching base. An artificial surface 

opens and closes to allow take-offs and 

re-entries. This is the same type of 

launching facility as is in operation in 

the Burragorang Valley. Artwork 

copyright © by Andrew Leese 2018. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Diagram [not to scale] shows the general layout around the subterranean Australian/American secret 

underground space technology research base in the Burragorang Valley. True distance from Katoomba 

to Warragamba is about 17 miles. In 1977 the late Don Boyd, editor of “Psychic Australian” magazine, 

drew this imaginary sketch for an article by Rex Gilroy on the subject. People on remote dirt tracks 

even on the Burragorang fringe have often heard the throb and rumbling of machinery coming from 

beneath the earth.  Sketch by the late Don Boyd, Psychic Australian Magazine. 

 

 

 

A Burragorang Valley 

camouflaged underground 

Saucer Base‟ 

reconstruction. When in 

use doors covered in 
shrubbery slide open to 

allow spacecraft take-offs 

and re-entries.  

Sketch copyright © Rex 

Gilroy 2018. 

Sketch copyright © Rex Gilroy 2018. 
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At 1.05pm on Thursday 27/5/2004. while being filmed with Heather by the crew of ABC TVs 

“Australian Story” out on Narrow Neck Plateau, Katoomba NSW Rex Gilroy spotted, to the 

east across Jamieson Valley, a great triangular object about 15m in wingspan, descending 

rapidly over the old valley farm from above the eastern cliffs, to vanish behind the eastern end 

of Mt Solitary. The craft disappeared so quickly that, although Rex alerted Heather and the 

camera crew, they were unable to catch a glimpse of the mystery object. 

Sketch copyright © Rex Gilroy 2018. 

 

During September-October 1993, a large saucer-type craft was claimed seen 

by a number of people coasting high over Kedumba and Jamieson Valleys, 

around dawn on several occasions, shining gold in the dawn light.  It was 

observed around 6.30am on the 10th October to fly from south to north over the 

gully between Leura and Katoomba Townships and seen heading north by 

people near Leura Cascades. Photo and artwork copyright © Rex Gilroy 2018. 

Sketch copyright © Rex Gilroy 2018 
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On Sunday 24th September 2000, several people out on Kings Tableland Road, south of Wentworth Falls 

Township, were gathered in the front yard of a property. The time was about 12.30pm when two men in 

the group Mr Casey Roberts and Lloyd Peters, spotted far to the south-east a bronze-coloured disc-like 

object approaching to where they were, over the rugged scrub-covered gullies at a phenomenal speed. 

The craft, which they afterwards judged to be over 15 metres in diameter, zoomed with a whooshing 

sound high above the gathering as it headed in the direction of Leura and Katoomba beyond. What was 

surely the same craft was later reported seen high above Blackheath, from where it changed direction to 

fly north-east, passing high over the Grose Valley and Kurrajong, heading in the direction of Newcastle, 

then out to sea. Its course was later plotted by the reports of its sightings along the way. 

 Photo and artwork copyright © Heather Gilroy 2018. 

During the big Blue Mountains UFO „flap‟ of 

2000, there were many spectacular accounts 

gathered by the author concerning „flying 

saucer-type‟ craft, seen over a wide area of the 

mountains. One spectacular event began 
around 7am on the morning of Thursday 10th 

August. Many locals as well as tourists watched 

from locations along Cliff Drive and Echo 

Point Lookout, as two large blue-coloured, 

shining „saucer-type‟ craft rose from the 

Burragorang Valley behind Mt Solitary, to 

hover high in the sky over this monolith, 

remaining side by side motionless for at least 

15 minutes, then moving off northwards, 

approaching the centre of the Jamieson Valley, 

they picked up speed and shot off to the north-

west. They were estimated by one eyewitness 
the author interviewed to being about 15 metres 

in diameter. That evening the Burragorang 

Valley came „alive‟ with at least 250 glowing 

silvery and yellow „light balls‟ and other 

strange glowing objects, emerging from the 

Burragorang „Base‟ openings.  

Photo and artwork copyright © Rex Gilroy 
2018. 
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On Sunday 23rd April 1972 about 10am as 

dozens of tourists stood on the clifftop 

lookouts on the eastern cliffs overlooking the 

valley between them and Kanangra Walls, a 

large, silver-glowing „saucer-type‟ craft was 

spotted by people zooming up over the 

mountains at the southern end of the valley. 

As the people watched, the craft rose high 

into the air to hover above the valley, where 

it remained motionless for half an hour. It 

then rose high into the sky to vanish from 

sight. Over the next week the „saucer‟ made 

several more visits over Kanangra Walls and 

the surrounding region, being spotted by 

campers, farmers on properties fringing the 

National Park, and others. It is believed that 

people who took photos rushed them off to 

the newspapers, but these prints were never 

published, nor did the donors get them back! 

Perhaps photos survive of the shining craft 

which the owners wisely did not let out of 

their hands. Artwork by Rex Gilroy 2018. 

 

MY FIRST UFO EXPERIENCE. 
by Phil Whittaker. 

Copyright © Phil Whittaker 2018.                                                                                                                                           
I was 18 years old in the summer of 1990 whilst with three other people who were all 17 
years old. Jamie Stapleton, Troy Vanderhaar, Mick Avard and myself had driven to Jews 
Creek to visit Paul Milligan, a friend also. 

It was almost midnight and we four boys were going back to Lithgow. We entered the 

Castlereagh Highway at the bottom of the hill at the sawmill owned by Paul Milligan‘s father.  There 

was no traffic coming in either direction and as we drove up the hill a single huge bright light all of a 

sudden shone through our rear window. We looked back only to see this light was coming towards us 

very fast from the sky and seemed to get larger the closer it came. 

We all panicked and screamed “Go – Go” at the driver, Jamie Stapleton! This was very 

intense for all of us. As it approached within some metres of the rear of the car, the giant bright light 

just disappeared, no noise just light and then nothing. We all talked about this and none of us could 

understand what had just happened. Although none of us boys have forgotten this very real 

experience. 

The other boys did not want to talk about this experience because they feared what others 

might say. 

Myself, I love the truth and do not care for other‘s opinions also I do not need the opinions of 

those who were not present at this time. This whole experience was over within 10 seconds. I 

estimate its approaching speed was 100 KPH and 200 KPH. 

-0- 
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        SOME UFO REPORTS GLEANED  
FROM THE INTERNET 

NB. These reports are presented for your perusal, information and enjoyment 

and whilst all care is taken with their presentation no responsibility for their 

authenticity is taken by the editor. Please exercise your own judgement. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

ANCIENT EGYPT IN ILLINOIS 

 
Historian Glenn Kimball provided updates of his research into ancient manuscripts as well as 

artifacts found in burial mounds in Southern Illinois (known as ―Little Egypt‖) that show North 

America was visited by overseas travelers thousands of years before Columbus set sail. The 

A sketch depicting a scene reminiscent of 

what Phil and his mates experienced in 

1990. 

Photo and artwork copyright © Rex Gilroy 

2018. 
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Mississippi Valley is home to over 10,000 burial mounds, which contrary to widely held academic 

opinion were not all left behind by Native Americans. 

  

 
Black market relics found in the region depict Egyptian pharaohs, Moorish sailors, Christ on 

the cross, Jewish warriors, and Roman military imagery. Further, runes from artifacts found in 

Illinois, Michigan, California and Utah talk about migrations of people from the Middle East, 

Kimball said.. 

Kimball is currently working on gaining permission to dig in an area of Illinois where 

ground-penetrating radar has shown several chambers exist along a 1500 foot underground corridor. 

Glenn Kimball has successfully completed all course work for a Ph.D. in Communications and 

passed his doctoral exams. He was the former president of International Exchange School. Glenn 

taught at Southern Illinois University and has been collecting ancient texts since the age of fifteen 

and is famous for being able to integrate very diverse texts into a contiguous story line. 

After 25 years of research, during which Kimball visited museums, Indian tribes, medicine men, and 

universities, he assembled some of the missing links and unsolved mysteries of Christianity. . 

 
Harry Hubbard has written, several books, and articles concerning the archaeological 

discovery. Harry reports on the Illinois caves, first discovered in spring of 1925 by Orville Lowery, 

of Hickory Hill, in the southeast corner of Marion County Illinois. Harry and fellow researchers were 

able to amass large quantities of information from the artifacts as to who the people were that 

constructed the ―Illinois Mystery Cave‖ and the identities of the corpses who lay interred within it. 

Green area shows Mound Building areas that include European, Indians, and some giant remains. 

Harry feels the mainstream archaeological community has suppressed America‘s true history. Some 

of the artifacts depict strange but highly detailed images of humanoids, aliens, UFOs and more. The 

language depicted on the artifacts was decoded, using L.A. Wadell‘s groundbreaking technique. 

Harry tells of the wars, famine and political upheaval in the Ptolemaic dynasty in Egypt and Cyprus 

as Rome conquered the area and why they may have fled, ultimately arriving in America. 

Cleopatra VII was the last person to rule Egypt as an Egyptian pharaoh. After her death on August 

12, 30 BC Egypt became a Roman province. Cleopatra VII was a member of the Ptolemaic dynasty 

of Ancient Egypt, and therefore was a descendant of one of Alexander the Great‘s generals who had 

seized control over Egypt after Alexander‘s death. Some researchers speculate this tomb is 

Alexander‘s, Ptolemaic Pharaohs, and Cleopatra‘s final burial place. It is thought Cleopatra took her 

http://nationalufocenter.com/?email_id=321&user_id=10640&urlpassed=aHR0cDovL3d3dy5jcnlzdGFsaW5rcy5jb20vZWd5cHQuaHRtbA&controller=stats&action=analyse&wysija-page=1&wysijap=subscriptions
http://nationalufocenter.com/?email_id=321&user_id=10640&urlpassed=aHR0cDovL3d3dy5jcnlzdGFsaW5rcy5jb20vYWxleGFuZGVydGhlZ3JlYXQuaHRtbA&controller=stats&action=analyse&wysija-page=1&wysijap=subscriptions
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family, numerous ships, supporters and sailed to Illinois and set up a base. Allegedly Alexander was 

buried in a solid gold coffin. 

 
Strangely some the details from tablets clearly show Reptilian and other E.T. contact. Many 

of the carvings depict aliens, alien craft, that appear. Nothing here is made up or even slightly 

contrived. Harry outlines the parallels between Old World and New World contacts with E.T.‘s 2000 

years ago. There is evidence of contact with races from the sky. It is obvious these people were in 

contact with aliens most of whom appear to be reptilian. 

 
The tomb had carvings of UFOs with tablets stating ―A basket-like object magnificently 

comes and goes in a swift-like motion, and on its base can be observed many red lights twisting 

together.” 

The ancient ships were quite large sea worthy and often included oarsmen and 

sails.http://www.illinoiscaves.com/videos.htm 

The presumption is that Alexander the Great‘s Tomb or his heir who ruled the Midwest has been 

relocated to North America. The lineage of the Ptolemaic Dynasty and the History surrounding the 

fundamental facts of these persons are quite lengthy 

 
Ancient King Alexander ruled the entire Mississippi/Ohio/Missouri River Basins, including 

the Great Lakes region through Canada east to encompass the island of Newfoundland and the 

immediate regions north and south along the Atlantic Coast. His domain was called ―Aderion‖ in 

most texts and ―Happyland‖ or ―Land of Many Smiles‖ in others. His fleet of many ships was well 

supplied with goods, colonists and artisans. This Ancient King‘s name is Alexander Helios (Helios, 

in Greek means Sun). The abbreviated symbol for his name is always his motif, and commonly 

appears with a Sun symbol. Alexander Helios has been missing from History since age 10, when he 

was last recorded by the ancient writer Cassius Dio, in his History, Book 51. Helios was born in 40 

B.C. and had a twin sister named Selene. They were the oldest children birthed by Cleopatra to Mark 

Antony. Helios was of Royal lineage as was his father and mother. Recorded History provides no 

clues as to what happened to Alexander Helios after he became a palace hostage and somewhat 

http://nationalufocenter.com/?email_id=321&user_id=10640&urlpassed=aHR0cDovL3d3dy5pbGxpbm9pc2NhdmVzLmNvbS92aWRlb3MuaHRt&controller=stats&action=analyse&wysija-page=1&wysijap=subscriptions
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adopted by Octavia, Octavian‘s sister / Mark Antony‘s former wife. History does record that 

Cleopatra Selene (twin sister) married Juba II, (also a hostage in the court of Octavian) who later was 

granted back his homeland of ancient Mauretania and acclaimed King Juba II by Octavian. 

Working together, Alexander Helios and his brother-in-law King Juba II, have left their fingerprints 

all over this Monumental Ancient Tomb as can be easily seen by the 100‘s of tablets representing 

their likenesses. There was commerce between America and Europe in ancient times. Hundreds of 

carvings of beautiful women, historic carvings from the Library in Alexandria. 

 

COPPER MINING 
A great deal of copper mining occurred in Michigan that was shipped to Egypt and Europe. 

New research suggests that Isle Royale‘s, Michigan mining boom peaked about 6000 years ago and 

left a legacy of aquatic pollution. The high levels of copper, lead, and potassium in sediments from a 

cove on the island point to a long and intense period of indigenous mining. New research suggests 

that Isle Royale‘s mining boom peaked about 6000 years ago and left a legacy of aquatic pollution. 

The high levels of copper, lead, and potassium in sediments from a cove on the island point to a long 

and intense period of indigenous mining. Considering that BC period mining was determined to have 

stopped about the same time as the bronze age in Europe ended, there would be a good bet as to the 

reason why it stopped here. That and the older mines are dated to coincide directly with that same 

bronze age period. Unless that is we are still of the silly assumption that roughly 500,000 tons of 

copper was mined by the ancient Indians to make simple tools, jewelry and hooks with and there is 

no evidence that they ever used anywhere near even a fraction of that much copper in their culture. 

So where did all that copper go? To Europe and Egypt where pure copper is found. 

Ten tons of copper oxhide ingots recovered from the late Bronze Age (1300 BC) Uluburun 

shipwreck off the coast of Turkey was ―extraordinarily pure‖ (more than 99.5% pure), and that it was 

not the product of smelting from ore. The oxhides are all brittle ―blister copper‖, with voids, slag 

bits, and oxides, created when the oxhides were made in multiple pourings outdoors over wood fires. 

Only Michigan Copper is of this purity. 

 

SPHINX PART OF ANCIENT CIVILIZATION 

 
Robert Schoch is best known for his argument that the Great Sphinx of Giza is much older 

than conventionally thought and that possibly some kind of catastrophe was responsible for wiping 

out evidence of a significantly older civilization. Schoch redated the famous monument to 7000–

5000 BC, based on his argument that its erosion was due mainly to the effects of water. Rain that 

occurred in ancient times. The age of Virgo transisioned to the age of Leo in 10,5000 BC and many 

feel the Sphinx had a Lion‘s face going back to that remote period. The present head appears much 

smaller than the large body and the calculations for the rain erosion could be extended back much 

further. 

He received his Ph.D. in geology and geophysics from Y ale in 1983. 

Schoch‘s other theories include the belief that possibly all pyramids in Egypt, Mesoamerica and 

elsewhere represent a much older global culture such as the Visoko region (Bosnia). Robert‘s book is 
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called ―Forgotten Civilization, the Role of Solar Outbursts in our Past and Future” 

Schoch‘s proposes that in 9,700 BCE the Sun experienced a super storm with its electoral plasma 

discharges blasting Earth and causing total destruction and devastation triggering floods, 

earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, and plunging nascent civilization into a dark age. The pyramids 

design helped them exit through the super storm that may have been triggered by a super wave from 

the galactic center. Thanks to Robert Schoch. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F3ao5SCedIk 

 

ARTIFICIAL MOON 

 
Dr. Bruce Cornet — I attach below some more Lunar images that will show you some 

extraordinary evidence for artificial structures. I believe almost the entire near-side of the Moon is 

artificial down to at least 5 kilometers. You are correct: 

This alien base is very old, and has been involved in at least one interplanetary war. Parts of it appear 

to have been rebuilt, but other parts are in essence vast graveyards for ancient ETs.. 

 
Mountain range in lower left of above image, when enlarged, shows that it is composed of 

many parallel layers of spheres, unlike any geologic formation. A close-up of mountain with a sharp 

vertical face, unlike anything that would occur naturally without crustal faulting. These mountains 

according to conventional interpretation were formed by meteor impact. If that is the case, their 

internal structure would be chaotic, not ordered and layered. 

 
Those layers of spheres are highlighted with white lines in the image below. A building-like 

structures is outlined in white at the top of this mountain. 

  When that mountain exterior is enlarged, instead of smooth dust-covered igneous rocks, it 

appears like Swiss cheese, full of holes due to a composition of layers upon layers of geodesic 

spheres which are hollow. 

With further magnification, the hollow sphere structure becomes evident. The underground 

Lunar base was probably printed by an enormous alien machine, and contains hollow cavities and 

chambers where alien life and resources existed. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F3ao5SCedIk
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The Shard is real. Goddard Space Flight Center has a display of the Shard image. Would 

Goddard knowingly promote a fake image? The Shard is real. I have reviewed it. It looked to me like 

a giant construction crane but it is so old the metal has all fused together. However the Moon seemed 

to be a hive of busy activity. The Moon is very old. If you look very closely at its surface you will 

see that it is covered with ruins of different ages, some extremely old, and made by different species. 

It did not originate in this solar system. It was brought here to protect ET operations on Earth. I 

assume it somehow forwards what the ETs extract from the Earth to its owners. They are, at a rough 

guess, 30-40,000 light years from here. They can have a war machine in my back yard in 7 hours, 

probably less if they really step on it. I know that because they did it when I first encountered them. 

The local ETs are not doing us any harm. They are mining, but doing so at depths we cannot reach. 

Some of their experiments on the surface are annoying. I refer to abductions, which I assume are still 

going on although one never hears about them anymore. These data are new compared with what I 

have seen and heard on Ancient Aliens, History Channel. They haven‘t figured out the magnitude 

and size of that lunar base, which they have thought was above ground and included obelisks. It may 

go down 5 km below the surface and be as large as the North American Continent. The aliens have 

been watching Earth for hundreds of millions of years. 

I have many more images that blow the lid off of any natural Lunar landscape, and prove it is an 

enormous construct. This underground base is at least the size of the North American Continent! 

Thanks to Dr. Bruce Cornet 

 

ALLEGED ET ABDUCTION LAST YEAR IN DC 

 
WASHINGTON, DC – Will Allen, a former White House, Air Force One and Marine 2 Engineer 

and director of UFODC, demonstrates replicable forensic evidence in this Webinar that the 

unexplained total disappearances of 37 African American youths [including their cell-phone & 

signals] from Northeast Washington, DC on January 5, 2017 is correlated with the over flight of 

interdimensional extraterrestrial spacecraft ―the size of an aircraft carrier‖ over Washington, DC. 

When asked to speculate what the purpose of the ET mass abductions of humans might be, Will 

Allen speculates that one purpose might be, ―A food source for the reptilian occupants of the cigar-

shaped craft.‖ 

As District of Columbia police, the U.S. Congress, and the White House do not appear 

capable of dealing with this public crisis based on Will Allen‘s approach to each of these institutions, 

this crisis is now being made public by UFODC and by NewsInsideOut.com. 

The disappearance and probable mass ET abduction of 37 African American youths from 

Northeast Washington DC in the dying days of the Obama Administration has not been addressed 
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during the first year of the Trump Administration. Watch https://youtu.be/6R2E7N73Mw0 An 

attempted oppressive extraterrestrial intervention on Earth? 

 

PENTAGON’S SECRET UFO STUDY ON COAST TO COAST RADIO 

 
Frank Chille writes, ―On January 28, 2018, Eric Davis and Hal Puthoff were interviewed by 

George Knapp on Coast to Coast Radio.‖ You have to go to the web page to hear it. Both of them 

said there is much more to come, and they answered some of the doubts about the Navy UFO videos. 

The Nimitz and Gimbal UFO videos are both authentic. There is extensive written documentation 

and most important, radar plots. 

Dr. Eric Davis described his role in the Pentagon program which has been front-and-center in 

the news since a New York Times 

 

 
Dr. Hal Puthoff described his background beginning as Naval Intelligence officer working for 

the NSA, to his studies in laser technology, and eventually as a pioneer in the study of remote 

viewing at the behest of the CIA in the mid-1970s. He defended the recent revelations of apparent 

government UFO disclosure and his role in Tom DeLonge‘s UFO research organization as an effort 

to ―put some sunshine on this area and get it out, so that it‘s no longer a subject of ridicule.‖ Puthoff 

said he had examined one of the pieces of metal that was announced in the Times article and 

described it as ―layers of various kinds of materials that you wouldn‘t expect to be put together‖ as 

well as the unusual properties that are gained from this unknown method of materials engineering. 

It‘s not new elements, it‘s layered alloys that are nearly impossible for us to reproduce. Don‘t count 

Tom Delonge out just yet. 

https://www.coasttocoastam.com/show/2018/01/28 

Dr. Bruce Cornet writes, ―Eric Davis and Hal Puthoff were involved in BASS under Robert 

Bigelow Aerospace, which worked for the Pentagon between 2007 and 2012.‖ However the project 

didn‘t stop, and continues in secret. Hal said he had very high security clearance and cannot reveal 

too much. He did reveal Bigelow has pieces of crashed craft, and he knows their exotic construction, 

is unlike anything manmade. 

Knapp asked him what was so different with the metals, and Puthoff let slip that they are 

micro layered with different elements in layers, unlike anything we have made, he claimed. The 

layering is at the atomic level, and he speculated that this combination produced unique physical 

http://nationalufocenter.com/?email_id=321&user_id=10640&urlpassed=aHR0cHM6Ly95b3V0dS5iZS82UjJFN043M013MA&controller=stats&action=analyse&wysija-page=1&wysijap=subscriptions
http://nationalufocenter.com/?email_id=321&user_id=10640&urlpassed=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cueW91dHViZS5jb20vcmVkaXJlY3Q%2FcT1odHRwcyUzQSUyRiUyRnd3dy5jb2FzdHRvY29hc3RhbS5jb20lMkZzaG93JTJGMjAxOCUyRjAxJTJGMjgmYW1wO3JlZGlyX3Rva2VuPVY5MW9GaDh5T01SajNET3Zualc4bDFueTBxTjhNVFV4TnpVeU1EUTNNMEF4TlRFM05ETTBNRGN6JmFtcDtldmVudD1jb21tZW50cw&controller=stats&action=analyse&wysija-page=1&wysijap=subscriptions
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properties that we are trying to duplicate. Was he telling the truth, or was he giving us misleading 

information so that the Russians and Chinese won‘t think we beat them to reverse engineering alien 

technology? Puthoff admitted to being part of the Cabal. Perhaps my legal case was designed to 

destroy my credibility. They realized I would eventually figure out the truth. 

Reflections: 

Puthoff and Davis had the opportunity to keep our professional conversations continuing 

since working for Bigelow at The National Institute for Discovery Science, known also as NIDS , but 

they did not reach out to me after I was fired. I got the feeling that they do not hold my UFO work in 

high regard or are not interested in it. Why? During a presentation to Bigelow and Kelleher in April 

2004 at NIDS, Bigelow seemed disinterested in my data of Pine Bush UFO performances, as if he 

thought I couldn‘t have been getting so much data. In other words, my data were not alien. Then in 

the middle of my talk, he walked out. Why? 

 
Perhaps he knew that the hundreds of sightings and photos were of secret military vehicles 

and technology, and that I was being used by the CIA to classify what I saw and photographed as 

UFOs on the internet. The Black Triangles may be ours, and the Secret Space Program wanted the 

world to think they are alien. 

As crazy as this explanation may seem, the Black Triangle performance in May 1997 was a 

Skunk Work‘s creation, according to my partner, Marc Whitford, a Navy veteran, who witnessed it 

and was later told that. For more details see: 

So, just how far along are we in developing alien technology? The maps NIDS created from 

the four databases show a fantastic increase in sightings of Triangles since the Belgian flap in 1989-

1991. What most people will have a hard time accepting is that most of that increase is due to our 

own technology. That is why Bigelow walked out of my talk. He already knew my data were 

compromised with U.S. hardware. Does that make sense? Thanks to Bruce Cornet 

Note: In 2002, Bigelow‘s NIDS issued a report which said the black triangles were U.S. military 

prototype blimps, a finding agreed to by other experts but not confirmed by the military. 

http://www.abcfield.force9.co.uk/b_cornet/Vol_3/index.html 

 

PHOTOS OF SECRET ADVANCED AIRCRAFT IN FLORIDA 

 
This Google Earth photo reveals a sleek aircraft parked at the end of a small runway due west 

of Jupiter, Florida. To make this discovery more intriguing, the vehicle is parked outside a building 

owned by Pratt & Whitney. According to the company‘s website, it is a world leader in the design 

and manufacture of top-of-the-line military engines for 31 armed forces around the world. In late 

1964, the Pratt & Whitney J58 jet engine powered the first flight of the SR-71 aircraft could reach 

mach 3.2 without breaking a sweat. The J58 was a single-spool turbojet with an afterburner. It had a 

unique bleed from the compressor to the afterburner which gave increased thrust at high speeds. Fifty 

years later it is logical to assume new aircraft can reach mach 5 or greater. Similar craft were seen 

over Pennsylvania and D.C. 

http://nationalufocenter.com/?email_id=321&user_id=10640&urlpassed=aHR0cDovL3d3dy5hYmNmaWVsZC5mb3JjZTkuY28udWsvYl9jb3JuZXQvVm9sXzMvaW5kZXguaHRtbA&controller=stats&action=analyse&wysija-page=1&wysijap=subscriptions
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Then back on September 7, 2017 secret advanced aircraft were seen fleeing from MacDill Air 

Force Base in Central Florida just three days before Hurricane Irma began ripping across the state. 

Below are photos of some of those fleeing craft that were provided to Dr. Michael Salla 

atexopolitics.org by a man identified only as JP. MacDill AFB is home of the U.S. Central Command 

and U.S. Special Operations Command 

As the world marches closer to war, hypersonic aircraft and missiles are being developed and 

or tested mainly by the United States, Russia, and China. Other countries besides these three are 

developing hypersonic technologies to a lesser degree. 

The race for hypersonic technologies is in full swing among global superpowers. The first 

nation to acquire these technologies will revolutionize their civilian aerospace and military programs. 

As of January 2018, hypersonic technologies are still in development and or the testing phase 

with many superpowers, though, it‘s anyone‘s game at this point. Which leads us to an unidentified 

airport and testing grounds hidden in the swamplands of South Florida, some 24-miles inland on 

Bee-Line Highway, outside Jupiter, Florida. In the Google Earth photo a truck is towing the 

mysterious aircraft from a large rectangular white building to the white concrete pad. One of two 

things are possible: 1. Prepping for an engine test on the concrete pad. 2. Prepping for a flight using 

the runway. 

Pratt & Whitney and Sikorsky Aircraft Corporation are located just a stone‘s throw away 

from the secret airbase housing the mysterious aircraft. Interesting to note, Pratt & Whitney 

manufactures the scramjet engine for the X-51A WaveRider hypersonic vehicle. Thanks 

tohttps://stockboardasset.com 

 
Lockheed Martin‘s Skunk Works has confirmed that it is developing the SR-72 spy plane. 

The successor to the SR-71 Blackbird, which was capable of Mach 3.5, the SR-72 will be a 

hypersonic unmanned aircraft capable of Mach 6, or just over 4,500 mph. At hypersonic speeds, the 

SR-72 will be able to traverse any continent in around an hour — meaning, if they‘re strategically 

positioned around the world on aircraft carriers, the US military can strike or survey any location on 

Earth in about an hour. It is also suspected that the SR-72‘s hypersonic engine tech — some kind of 

hybrid scramjet — will find its way into the US military‘s High Speed Strike Weapon (HSSW), a 

missile that can theoretically strike anywhere on Earth in just a few minutes. Thanks to Lockheed. 

 

MARS DEAD CIVILIZATION 

 
Dr. John Brandenburg writes about the MIRROR news, The UFO Hunter disclosure: 

This CIA declassified memo confirms government covert interest in Cydonia during the time period 

of the IMIT (Independent Mars Investigation Team) which was Jan- July 1984 and that they 

apparently also came to believe it was the remains of a dead civilization. 

―The session allegedly took place on May 22 in 1984.‖ Our final report was not presented in 

public until the Case for Mars II conference in July 1984. Therefore, again, this confirms that the US 

government was also investigating the Cydonia area at that time. It would appear, based on remote 

viewing, that the government confirmed our verdict that it was a site of an ancient civilization. The 

http://exopolitics.org/
https://stockboardasset.com/
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day of Mars (but not UFO) disclosure , may thus be close. Note that the government has essentially 

endorsed the idea of a past Mars ocean, abundant water still on Mars, and evidence of Mars life (the 

meteorites). A dead Mars biosphere and past humanoid civilization may be next. Thanks to John 

Brandenburg 

 

THE NEPHILIM ROAMED THE EARTH 

 
. Genesis 6:4, ―There were giants in the earth in those days; and also after that, when the sons 

of God came unto the daughters of men, and they bare children to them, the same became mighty 

men which were of old men of renown.‖ The giant offspring of this union between the sons of God 

and the daughters of men were called the Nephilim. 

Books like Enoch, Jubilees, and many others. the verse in Genesis 6 about the sons of God 

taking human females as mates is the key, these were the Watchers who polluted the gene pool, It is 

our opinion that the ―sons of God‖ were fallen angels (demons) from the planer heaven who mated 

with human females or possessed human males who then mated with human females. These unions 

resulted in offspring, the Nephilim, That‘s why there was a flood and now their way of doing this is 

part of the UFO phenomena. These fallen angels were part of the rebellion in heaven where one third 

chose to follow Satan, and who left there first estate or habitation who now are on the earth or bound 

in Hades till the Apocalypse. This book ―The Nephilim Chronicles‖ to my huge collection on this 

subject and after 40 years of study feel like I can share this with anybody. This book takes the leap 

from mythology to science to discover that the Nephilim were the last vestiges of primitive species; 

who were known for their gigantic height. 

A race of giants once roamed the Biblical lands, Europe and North America? Over 300 

historical accounts of giant human skeletons are presented in the book. Massive human skeletal 

remains, burial mound types, symbolism, etymology, numerology and ceremonial centers are 

compared in the Biblical Levant, the British Isles and the Ohio Valley with stunning similarities. 

They spread from the Biblical Lands to the British Isles and to the Ohio Valley and South America. 

Their open-air earthen and stone temples and burial mounds, containing the remains of giants have 

stood the testament of time; leaving an indelible mark upon our soil. 

Herein are the historical accounts of the giant skeletons that have been discovered within 

burial mounds and subsurface tombs in the Biblical Lands, the British Isles and Europe and North 

America. Discover for the first time. 

 

 

 

 

 

This picture shows David defeating Goliath. 1 Samuel 

17:1-58) | 

http://nationalufocenter.com/?email_id=322&user_id=10640&urlpassed=aHR0cHM6Ly9iaWJsZS5vcmcvc2VyaWVzcGFnZS8xNC1kYXZpZC1hbmQtZ29saWF0aC0xLXNhbXVlbC0xNzEtNTg&controller=stats&action=analyse&wysija-page=1&wysijap=subscriptions
http://nationalufocenter.com/?email_id=322&user_id=10640&urlpassed=aHR0cHM6Ly9iaWJsZS5vcmcvc2VyaWVzcGFnZS8xNC1kYXZpZC1hbmQtZ29saWF0aC0xLXNhbXVlbC0xNzEtNTg&controller=stats&action=analyse&wysija-page=1&wysijap=subscriptions
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Who Built Stonehenge and many archeological sites, the Earthworks in the Ohio Valley. 

Discover a giant race called the Dinaric whose remains have been found in Jerusalem, in burial 

mounds at Stonehenge and the Ohio Valley. Discover the ancient Amorite Babylonian symbols that 

are evident at Stonehenge and the many henges in the Ohio Valley. Discover the evidence of 

advanced mathematics discovered by the Amorites and how it is evident at Stonehenge and within 

the earthworks in the Ohio Valley. 

 
Across the Ohio Valley landscape are the ruins of ancient burial mounds and geometric 

earthworks aligned to solar, lunar and astrological events. Within many of the burial mounds were 

the skeletal remains of an ancient race of giants with primitive-looking skulls. Within numerous 

mounds are hundreds of flint discs similar to flying saucers. The geometric earthworks reveal that 

complex mathematics were used in their construction. The solar temples, best described as henges, 

are identical to those found in the British Isles and Germany that were constructed by the Beaker 

People. Their conical burial mounds, like those in Ohio, were surrounded by an earthwork or moats. 

Archaeologists cannot deny that the mound builders are real. What they deny are the things 

sometimes discovered inside the mounds. Over the past century and a half it‘s been revealed again 

and again that some of the mounds – and the small pyramids – are the burial grounds of huge men 

often eight feet or taller that had a very sophisticated culture. Some of the giants have been found 

wearing intricate leather armor and have been buried with swords. 

 
Premium, author and researcher Fritz Zimmerman compares burial mound types, earthworks 

and giant skulls from the British Isles and the Ohio Valley. Also, Early and Middle Age Bronze 

weapons technology from Mesopotamia and the Great Lakes Copper Culture are examined and 

compared showing similar and simultaneous advancements. A numerical codex called Gematria is 

also evident within the lengths of many of the Ohio works that is not believed to be a serendipitous 

coincidence. Wiltshire Mound (Barrows), England 

Fritz will also highlights some of largest burial mounds and earthworks in the Ohio Valley 

that have been listed as ―Address Restricted‖ by archaeologists. This veil of secrecy has been 

removed in his ―Travel Guide,‖ making the location of these ancient sites public for the first time. 

Fritz Zimmerman is the author of “The Nephilim Chronicles: Fallen Angels in the Ohio 

Valley“ Ten years of fieldwork exploring over 700 mound and earthwork sites in Ohio, Indiana, 

Kentucky, West Virginia, and Michigan, resulting in the discovery of 222 locations where these 

ancient ruins can be visited.‖ 

 

 

 

 

 

http://nationalufocenter.com/?email_id=322&user_id=10640&urlpassed=aHR0cDovL3d3dy5zdGVsbGFub3Z1cy5jb20vc2VuZHkvbC9rQjNVeGQ4OTJoMXZiNDFsNzYzNG42cmF6Zy83NjM1VEROcXhVWFpoUTljOURva2FZVVEvRkswNzYzOUFrdVo4OTJlZnUycTFocDd4Smc&controller=stats&action=analyse&wysija-page=1&wysijap=subscriptions
http://nationalufocenter.com/?email_id=322&user_id=10640&urlpassed=aHR0cDovL3d3dy5zdGVsbGFub3Z1cy5jb20vc2VuZHkvbC9rQjNVeGQ4OTJoMXZiNDFsNzYzNG42cmF6Zy83NjM1VEROcXhVWFpoUTljOURva2FZVVEvRkswNzYzOUFrdVo4OTJlZnUycTFocDd4Smc&controller=stats&action=analyse&wysija-page=1&wysijap=subscriptions
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If you are interested in the real history of North America you must read this book! The author 

Fritz Zimmerman has done his homework! He has collected hundreds of newspaper stories and 

archeological and ethnological reports from the 19th and early 20th centuries to prove, beyond a 

shadow of a doubt, that Amorite giants roamed the Americas from coast to coast. This history has 

been deliberately hidden and obscured by archeologists and institutions for years–they don‘t want 

you to know the truth–that thousands of years ago an ancient race of giants migrated to the Americas, 

established complex societies, and mined copper from the Great Lakes Region. 

Author Gary Vaynerchuk explains how early explorers to America witnessed these giants 

firsthand, including Sir Francis Drake, John Smith and even some of the early presidents; Legends 

and myths talk of red-haired giants; strange inscriptions, metal armor, mummified remains, and 

sophisticated technologies buried with the skeletons; How secret societies such as the Rosicrucian‘s, 

Freemasons and Theosophists all claim the existence of theses giant humans in the past as historical 

fact in their literature; hundreds of excavations of giant mummies and skeletons across the United 

States, corresponding directly with Native American accounts of red-haired giants. He also examines 

reports from famous explorers such as Magellan, and Desoto of their encounters with giants on the 

North American continent. 

Patrick Chouinard explains how the giants passed their sophisticated culture and civilization 

on to humanity before being nearly wiped out in the great age of cataclysms. Ten and twelve foot 

humans do not fit dogmatic theories. Usually when giant skeletons are found they‘re laughed off as 

hoaxes. Unfortunately orthodox science has too much to lose by investigating the mounds 

thoroughly. 

 

ENGLISH MEGALITHIC CIRCLES 

 
Maria Wheatley writes from England, ―Set amid the rolling valleys and mountains of 

Cumbria, Swinside Stone Circle is more than just a beautiful circle, as it is the best preserved stone 

circle in 
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England. The stones of Swinside have a great Spirit of Place making this stone circle one of 

the most energetically active and alive in the British Isles. It is also one of the most COMPLETE 

stone circles in England. Out of the 60 standing stones, 55 remain and 32 still stand. Each stone is 

only 5 feet apart making the energies between the stones especially strong and condensed. 

In comparison, Stonehenge‘s bluestone circle also had 60 stones, although only 6 stand upright and 

nine survive just a stumps reported Professor Atkinson in the 1960s, testifies to its wanton 

destruction. It is speculated the giants made many of the stone circles to study the heavens. 

 

GUARDIAN STONE 
In the north stands the tallest stone, stalwart and proud at 7 feet 6 inches high. Facing the mid 

winter sunrise the entrance encourages the flow of solar energy into the womb of the site. This stone 

feels like a Guardian of the Stones and is associated with the north south Hartmann Grid lines. 

Imagine earth radiations rising vertically from the ground like invisible energetic walls and you can 

visualize the energy grid, which is said to be associated with the Earth‘s magnetic field. The lines 

measure between 8 and 12 inches in width. Spaced about 6 feet apart in the north-south direction and 

around 10 feet apart in the east-west direction gives you a rough estimation regarding the square-like 

grid. But these values can vary depending on your geographical location. They are said to be 

harmless but ‗double crossing points‘ can be problematic as the north – south lines are Yin that are 

linked to cramps, arthritis‘s and rheumatism. Whereas, the east – west lines are Yang and linked to 

inflammations and heat. However, some dowsers are saying that with the advent of Wife, 

transmitters etc, the grid in built up areas can be toxic, so bear that in mind. 

 
Megaliths can act as Energy Converters and negate any toxic effect caused by the Hartmann Grid 

system bringing transmuted yin and yang grid energy to the site. Yin Yang energy is the focus of this 

circle that like a giant looking glass can magnify the energy and sends this energy outwards as if 

irrigating the landscape with balancing energy is one primary action of this divine circle. 

 

MEGALITHIC VORTEX ENERGY 

 
At Swinside we will explore Vortex energy at one of the stones. David Webb‘s ionic experiments 

with me at Avebury show how a particular type of Vortex energy is intimately associated with the 

emissions of negative ions compared to a control location. These energies transform the air we 
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breathe. I showed him the exact place and said test this! The ancients thousands of years ago cut 

these stone circles that appear to help mark the movement of the stars and planets. The ancients seem 

to have known about the vortex energy of the stones that may have been used for healing and 

possibly communication.. [[email protected] 

 

KIDNAPPED BY ALIENS 

 
Several abductees and contactees including those in South America give us a sober reminder that we 

are headed for an awakening like in Mario Rangel‘s book ―Sequestros Allenignas.” 

Speaking to the tall Grey after seeing images of world destruction on UFO Television 

screens, Bret wrote: 

I turned to the tall one and asked, ―Why are you showing me this?‖ 

“This is what is going to happen to your planet in the future”, he said. “Your species will destroy 

your planet”, he continued. I realized he was telling me this to observe my reaction to these 

prophetic statements. ―No!” “You‟re wrong―, I exclaimed! “I know you would never let this 

happen to Earth. You will stop us from doing this before it is too late.” There was silence that 

seemed to go on for minutes. I wasn‘t sure what was happening or what the consequences of what I 

had said to him were going to be. He seemed to be rationalizing whether or not to continue with this 

―mind game‖. Then he finally spoke. ―You are correct.” “It is not in our best interest to let your 

kind destroy itself and your planet.‖ I felt a slight sense of retribution. I had beaten them at their 

own game. 

From what I had learned through all of my readings I knew and understood the law of cause 

and effect. I understood the balance of the universe and how important that balance is to all that there 

is. My instincts told me that they too believed and understood these basic principles. The destruction 

of the Earth would have dire consequences for the entire universe. Not only would the Earth be 

destroyed but so would the natural balance of the universe because of it. (Oldham, 2013: p.45-46). 

Stay alive to see how all of this unfolds. 

 

AUSTRALIAN OBJECT 
 

Faulconbridge — The UFO came from the bushes hovered for a few seconds before taking off into 

the sky in a southerly direction. The photo was taken by the observer and her family onNovember18, 

2018. 

They took photos from their back porch that looks onto the Sassafras Gully in NSW. All witnesses to 

the event wish to remain anonymous. 

Thanks to MUFON CMS 
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$30 

PLEASE NOTE: 

THE NEXT MEETING WILL BE HELD ON 17TH
 MARCH, 2018  

SAME TIME, SAME PLACE. 
Our previous meeting was a success with a number of new people and we look forward to seeing 

you at our next one. There should be some good Skywatches ahead of us up here at Katoomba 

weather permitting. Meanwhile, there is a lot happening „up there‟ at present so – 

Until our next meeting –Keep safe and 

Watch the Skies! 
Rex and Heather 
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